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Bunuel offers surrealistic satire 
in Le Fantôme De La Liberté
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By JEFFREY MORGAN comment on many institutions of life seem empty and shallow by com- j
“I’m fed up with symmetry.” including the law system, culture parison. When you leave the theatre, i
“We love the unexpected.” heroes, death, morality and, of there’s very little that you bring out 1
The above two quotes from Le course, politics. with you. 1

Fantôme De La Liberté can Althniieh thp film Hops havp its There is, however, one scene I
probably explain Luis Bunuel’s ^ aLuLe individually funnv which * definitely worth watching. 1

latest film much better than anyone fomente Zost of them workine on Trapping several of his characters j
else can moments (most of them working on in a French rural boarding house for 1

Starring (among others) Michel aSST? ?3t there afe ™any one night, Bunuel (in a format very ; 
starring t among otners; iwu.net thm that we know and take for similar fn fhat ...pH in w„rhnl>_

Lonsdale, Adriana Astn, and the or„nfPHi as a whnlo 11> FantAme sinular t0 tnat used m warno1 s üever popular Monica Vitti Bunuel’s panted), as a whole, Le Fantôme Chelsea Girls) chronicles their S
ever popular iviuniLa vuu, mmuei s doesn-t gei to the final reel, since ^ventures frnm rnnm fn rnfim intn i
Fantôme is composed of many small there’s nothing solid to tie the whole advent“re* trom t0 room’lat0 |
vignettes; each one encompassing a ÎJJJ? L °thPr8 016 early hours of the morning. The jcertain character. The camera, th,ng together longest scene in the film, it for- 8

however, stays with each character Characters and plot lines are tunately is also the best. 8
only until another character is in- dropped right and left, without any Overall, one gets the feeling that 8 
troduced, at which time the camera apparent regard for the audience, Le Fantôme De La Liberté is but a B
follows the new character around, thus giving the overall effect of mere rough, a demo copy of what 0I
totally forgetting about the old watching a jellyfish mutation of Bunuel is really after. If he made the ° I
character, who is never heard from Monty Python’s Flying Circus. The film all over again, perhaps by the
again. only problem is that, whereas many third or fourth time, he’d have his I ■

Reality takes a back seat to sur- Monty Python routines can be ideas tightened and his images refin- §
realism and satire, as each individual remembered weeks, even %years ed to the point of perfection. But §>!
segment of Bunuel’s film makes later, the episodes in Le Fantôme who knows? After all, Bunuel'0'

himself once said, “If the meaning of 6 
a film is clear, then it can no longer 
interest me.”
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Peter Bogdanovich (above, surrounded by phallic symbols) gave a 
press conference last week at the Hyatt Regency, where he talkedPeckinpah’s Dogs bite Bethune

And if that’s the case, then Luis about his new movie. 
Bunuel will no doubt be interested in At Long Last Love, an “affectionate spoof” on 1930’s musicals in theDustin Hoffman and Susan George stumble into an evil and claustro

phobic English village, and start their new life with a catalogue of humilia- Le Fantôme De La Liberté for a Ernst Lubitsch tradition, is scheduled to open in Toronto tomorrow.
long, long time to come. The film stars Cybill Shepherd, Burt Reynolds and Madeleine Kahn.tion, rape and murder. Sam Peckinpah’s Straw Dogs jumps on Bethune 

films Saturday night at 8:30 p.m. in Curtis LH-L, with David Warner 
(Morgan) in a cameo role.

On Sunday, Fellini Satyricon, based on the ribald etchings of Petronius, 
haunts the lecture hall with surreal images of gore and excess. Not to be 
watched after a hefty meal. The bread to get into these circuses tallies up to 
$1.50 with university ID, or $1.25 if you’re a Bethune citizen. t

Maude gets Cortly love in Winters
Winters films presents Hal Ashby’s Harold and Maude starring Ruth 

Gordon, Bud Cort, Vivian Pickles, Friday and Sunday night at 8:30 p.m. in 
CLH-I.

If December-May romances are your thing, this movie is for you. 
Admission is $1.25 for Winters students, $1.50 for students with general ID.
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SOUTHERN 
COMFORT ISA 

NORTHERN
DELIGHT.
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% 1 Be a different kind 
of company manager./:

/
es The kind of company we’re talking about could 

be a Combat Group. You could be leading Infantry, 
Armoured and Artillery units. Co-ordinating the actions 
of ground support jet fighters.

It takes intelligence, guts and a cool head to 
lead this kind of company.

How about you?
With us you can put your knowledge to
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GETgood use.

% INVOLVED 
WITH THE 

SM CANADIAN
NF armed

FORCES.

- An Officer’s job is a far superior alternative to 
most office jobs.

If you want to know more about our companies, 
send this coupon.
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And Southern Comfort is all you need 
— for everything from Comfort on the 
Rocks to an exotic Southern Julep. And ' 
Southern Comfort is sweet satisfaction 
all by itself. Southern Comfort,

Directorate of Recruiting & Selection
National Defence Headquarters, Box 8989, Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0K2.
Please send me more information about the opportunities in the Canadian Forces to lead 
a Combat Group.
Name__
Address _
City____
University 
Course _
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i the grand old drink 
of the South.

Prov.SOUTHERN COMFORT Postal Code

Year
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